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Why ICC
At ICC, we take care of the technology so you can enjoy the benefits.
With over 18 years of design and installation experience, we speak your
language. Our consultative approach to designing custom automation
systems compliment any lifestyle or business culture to create
fluid convenience and internal efficiency.
The interfaces we build are clean, reliable, and are designed for easy control
for clients of any age, including individuals with little to no existing
knowledge of technology. With a push of a button, ICC enables you
to control your entire home including the entertainment and audio systems,
lighting, climate, automated shades, and security.
Our design and installation expertise with a myriad of top rated
equipment brands such as Control4, Triad, Pakedge, Lutron,
Savant, Sonos, Samsung and Honeywell create a home that caters
to your personality.
Our track record of nearly two decades is a
testament to our ability to design a system with unwavering reliability.
At ICC we pride ourselves on the best customer service in the business.
Clients receive our technicians personal mobile phone numbers. Every client
immediately speaks with a live technician without having to navigate a menu.
All of our equipment comes with a minimum of a one-year warranty with some
products, such as products for outdoor entertainment, guaranteed for a lifetime.
ICC designs automation systems that reflect who you are. For your home or
business, the best possible experience is the most personal one.

SAG HARBOR
14,000 SQUARE FOOT RESIDENCE

This tailored Control4 home automation
system provides full control of security,
media, lighting, and climate control.

Multiple custom programmed touch screens
control the entire home. Accessibility is
maximized with access to your system from
any mobile device anywhere in the world.
Voice control is an
alternative to touchscreens.

Outfitted with the most advanced
technology, this system includes
4K ultra HD LED televisions, Sonos
for whole house music, and Lutron
for smart lighting. The Control4 home
automation system ties it all together.

Audio
Around
Every
Corner
Elegant, modern and
subtle in-ceiling speakers
provide amazing sound while
complimenting the interior
design of the home.

Internal smart features
recognize where each speaker
is installed to automatically
adjust the output.

High-fidelity multi-zone
entertainment coupled with
commercial grade WiFi
allows you to stream from
any audio source without
lag and buffering time.

Stepping out into the garden, discretely placed speakers by the pool and in the surrounding
flower beds, incorporated with an in-ground sub-woofer, fill the property with astounding audio.
Perimeter and landscape lighting is scheduled upon the timing of sunrise and sunset with
several custom scenes designed for entertainment, convenience and security.

Wifi
Reliability & Strength
Commercial grade wireless access points
are placed strategically throughout the property and
guarantee that no matter where you are in this home,
inside or out, poolside or shooting hoops on the basketball court,
browsing the web or changing your Pandora station,
connectivity will never be an issue.

Custom Lighting
& HVAC Control

High-End
TV Technology

HVAC thermostats manage 16 zones and operate on customized schedules 24
hours a day to consistently keep the entire home at optimal temperature
and maximize energy efficiency.

12 televisions are each paired with an individual
customized hand-held universal remote.
Program a remote for access to a single room or to control several.

Fixtures are programmed to operate alongside shades and
thermostats to further reduce your energy bill.

With uniform programming for all devices, the interface is intuitive
for users of all ages and knowledge of technology.

Custom Home Theater
JVC Professional Home Cinema 4K Projector

Home Theatre in-wall Speakers

120” Projection Screen with a black velvet frame

The Control4 custom touchscreen panel
for simple, user-friendly control of all
features including theater lighting,
temperature & audio/video, while also
providing access to the rest of your
home.

Home Theater Black Leather Seating with
beverage holders and motorized recliners
~ Salamander Designs

Old Westbury
New York

With ICC, the security of your home begins at the gate.

Integrated into the NEC phone system, gate
control is accessible from any phone in
any room throughout the home.

This custom Honeywell security system
includes burglary, fire, and carbon-monoxide
detection monitored 24/7/365.

Window and door contacts protect every
entrance and feature motion and
glass break detection.

SECURITY
In the event the alarm is triggered, this Control4 system is programmed to flash lights
on and off. Receive an alert if a certain zone is triggered by motion detectors.
Utilize motion detectors while you are home for hands-free illumination.

Flood, temperature, smoke, and CO
detectors are strategically installed
throughout to guarantee the
safety of your family.

To further increase the safety of your home, program away and vacation modes to
give the appearance that you are in fact at home.

Lutron Lighting Control

This smart lighting system controls not only the lighting, it also controls the shades and
temperature of your environment. The system is integrated with Control4 to coordinate with
the audio, video, and security systems for a complete solution while optimizing energy efficiency.
Motion occupancy sensors react as an individual enters or exits a room while responding in
tune with the time of the day and activity in the room.
Lighting control that is fully customizable and scaleable to fit your lifestyle.

Audio
Architectural speakers are installed into the ceiling and walls of every room.
These speakers operate wirelessly to eliminate obtrusive installation.
Magnet grills are customized to seamlessly integrate the speakers with the style of your home.
Acoustic clarity and off-axis dispersion provide the highest quality sound from anywhere in the room.

Home Automation
The Control4 automation system coordinates every connected device to maximize control, convenience
and entertainment. With control of every audio and video source, smart lighting feature, security, motorized
shades and the HVAC system, this home is unified on one platform.
Control4 links each facet into a single interface accessible from any mobile device,
table-top tablet, in-wall touch screen or universal remote.
Schedule your system to revolve around your world. Create pathways for various events.
As you arrive home and disable your alarm from your smart phone, your garage door opens, entry lights
turn on, your favorite playlist begins to play, and the temperature and shades automatically adjust to
the ideal temperature for that specific time of day.

Link access to every audio source across different speaker systems in one home.
From poolside outdoor speakers, interior architectural speakers and even high humidity
speakers for areas like the bathroom, access to any streaming source is unified.
Control4 automation systems bring each feature of technology into one simple system, and
allows control of a single room or your entire home. Play jazz music in your den, pop in
your daughter’s bedroom, and classical music in the kitchen simultaneously.

Outdoor entertainment

ICC turned the landscape of this home into a personalized outdoor living room.
This outdoor speaker and lighting system, a true all-weather line of products, feature UV treated
polypropylene woofers for a deep and full sound. The aluminum tweeters perform year
round and produce crisp and clear sound in every temperature.
Perfect performance guaranteed for a lifetime.
A 65” SunBrite TV, designed for permanent outdoor installation, maintains high performance in
extreme temperatures, from high heat to freezing ice. The thin, sleek, unobtrusive design is
complimented by the beveled edge glass face and subtle mitered aluminum frame. The tapered
frame is elegant while a functional feature to fight off the elements.

Wireless access points placed discreetly throughout this property provide seamless
internet access with exclusive cloud management and high security.
Subwoofers strategically placed throughout the landscape finish off this
outdoor space with full, clean sound.

BRIDGEHAMPTON
new york

For this 10,000 square foot custom built home, ICC installed the
user-friendly Control4 automation system.
From a single hand-held remote, in-wall iPads, and access from any mobile or tablet
device, control of security and surveillance, lighting, audio, video, climate and
automated shades, is at your fingertips.

This expanded Lutron lighting wireless total home control system provides the ability to adjust
the amount of daylight, electric light, and temperature throughout your home.

Smart lighting

The system also automatically turns off standby power to
small appliances when they are not in use.

Motion sensors and voice control provide hands-free illumination. Create a pathway
to the bathroom or the kitchen in the evening or set a scene from any panel or device to
brighten or dim any part of a room or several rooms at once. While your at it, program
your lighting system to work in harmony with your every other smart feature of your home.
As the lights turn on, your favorite play list is triggered and the temperature adjusted.
Smart lighting is unified with security. Create an away mode
to give the appearance that you are home.

Control4 Touch Screens
Access every aspect of this
home including each of the
14 individual audio zones.

In-ceiling architectural speakers provide
astounding sound while complimenting the
design of this home.
Linked with WiFi, the system is expandable
as your needs change and grow without the
obtrusive construction of re-wiring your home.

Whole home HVAC Control
Custom HVAC thermostats handle the
climate control for each of the 7 zones
and are also accessible from any
Control4 device.
Custom-tailored schedules keep the
home at your ideal temperature
while optimizing energy efficiency.

Whether using the handheld remote control, touch screen or
the Control4 app, the user interface is uniform throughout this
system, making control from room to room easy and consistent.
The fluid interface makes watching any video
sources, whether Tivo, Apple TV, Bluray, etc.,
uniform and convenient throughout.

media room

For the ultimate surround sound experience,
this theater quality in-wall speaker system,
certified to THX ULTRA2 standards, provides
outstanding acoustic clarity with off-axis dispersion.
This 85” flat screen Samsung Ultra HD LED 4K
TV brings the movie theater experience home.

Security
This Honeywell system includes smoke, carbon-monoxide,
flood, and low temperature detection. Sensors detect a change,
and potential threat, and alert you to stop the damage before it
starts. Customize sensors for high risk areas like your laundry
room, basement and bathroom.
With Control4, check in on your home no matter where you
are with high-resolution video, text and email notifications. Set
specific notifications for a specific user, limit or grant access,
arm or disarm your system or turn on away mode to appear as
though you are home.

WiFi
Reliability is guaranteed with strategically placed
wireless access points throughout this home
as well as the outdoor space.

Boston, MA
ICC was tasked to outfit a 2100 square foot ultra-luxury
condominium in Fort Point. In this project we designed and
installed a customized Smart Home System powered by
Control4, Pakedge, Triad Audio and Lutron. Using cutting edge
technology ICC created an automation system that controls the
music, shades, climate control and televisions throughout
this home.

CONTROL4
HOME AUTOMATION
This Control4 Home Automation system unifies every aspect
of technology in this smart home. From the Sony OLED TV,
Lutron motorized shades and smart lighting, Triad in-ceiling
speakers, and the Nest climate control system, life in this
apartment is lived to its fullest potential.
Access and check-in on your home at any time from the
Control4 app. Create scenes to instantly adjust every facet, as
you press play to enjoy a movie, shades automatically adjust
and the lights dim.

TRIAD ARCHITECTURAL SPEAKERS
Triad’s R Series in-ceiling speakers are engineered for music enthusiasts that are looking for
exceptional sound in every room. The series utilizes carbon fiber woofers for superior bass response
and durability. A one-inch silk dome tweeter offers smooth, high-frequency sound that offers
greater installation flexibility.
This series is voice-matched and allows homeowners to choose the right size speaker for each room
while delivering identical tonal qualities throughout the home. They utilize embedded magnets
for fast installation and a snug fit. Custom paint matched round grills for a perfect finish blend this
sound system seamlessly with the interior design of this home.

LUTRON AUTOMATED SHADES
With ultra-quiet operation and the precise alignment of every shade, this Lutron Sivoia SQ
motorized shade system adds to the elegance of this home. Customized presets are set to 25%, 50%,
75%, all up, and all down, to instantly manage the amount of light and privacy this home has at the
push of a button. Whether to reduce solar heat gain or take advantage of limited winter light, this
home is at it’s best every time of day, every day of the year.
This shade system was integrated into this luxury apartment after the renovations were completed.
As a fully expandable and wireless system, obtrusive construction was entirely avoided.

Nest
Climate Control
The customized Control4 home automation system controls the pre-existing Nest Climate Control system
throughout this home. The ideal
temperature is maintained in each
room in coordination with the time of
day and reacts to solar heat gain from
natural light. This system remembers
your prefers at any given time of day
and programs itself by learning from
your preferences.

Nest temperature sensors are designed
to acknowledge the difference from
room-to-room. Choose which rooms
to prioritize and when while remotely
monitoring your home from anywhere
you are with the Control4 app.

56 Street
New York
th

After several conversations with our client on her past use of technology,
we selected and installed a user-friendly automation system, which enables the entire
family to control every aspect of the home from the security, televisions, and audio, to
whole home climate control with additional features such as automated shades.

Best Part:
The Control4 system, a user-friendly interface
designed for all ages and levels of tech experience.

Master Bedroom

Motorized lift for custom TV cabinet

Motorized shades work in harmony
with this custom HVAC system,
fixtures, and natural light to
maintain the ideal temperature all
day every day.
Control the motorized shades from
any device or in-wall Control4 panel.
With Control4, cue the shades, lights,
temperature, audio and video to
settle in and relax with a movie or
wake up with the news.

Ultra High-Definition LED 4K TV

Playroom
Our client required the ability to control her children’s new playroom
during times when they were supposed to be focusing on homework.
Our selection for this home automation system enables to her to schedule
access with the ability to manually unlock and lock the playroom
from anywhere the client is connected to the internet.

Baldwin Automatic Lock
Schedule and manually
set access remotely

Control4 iPad manages an 85”
curved Samsung LED TV,
multiple gaming consoles,
and a surround sound system

Sag harbor historical District

This recently renovated 19th century 5,300 square foot residence,
re-designed by Steven Gambrel and Historical Concepts, provides the
conveniences and amenities of a luxurious 21st century lifestyle.
ICC retained the historical character of this Federal home, originally
commissioned by Captain John Overton in 1853, with a home automation
system with such features as architectural invisible speakers and brass
plated push button light switches.

Wireless audio system
Ability to control every audio option
from any device
16 independent audio zones.

ICC outfitted the entire home with multiple WiFi access
points discreetly tucked away to maximize wireless
accessibility indoors and outdoors.

Lighting Automation
Customized control unified through Control4.
Custom designed lighting scenes and pathways
are programmed on keypads throughout.

Geothermal Climate control
Implemented throughout the five floor main house and guest house
Accessible from any device

Surround Sound
Speakers tucked discreetly
into every room

Media Room
Ultra High-Definition LED 4K 60” TV
Sonance 5.1 Surround Sound System
Control4 universal remote
Endless amount of entertainment options
via any media streamer

Control4 Automation
Unified lighting, security, climate control, audio and video systems.

Climate-controlled wine cellar

east 81 Street
st

New York

Advanced Lighting Solutions
This Lutron smart lighting system provides wireless total home control.
Coordination between fixtures, daylight, and motorized shades in reaction to occupancy and
vacanacy sensors create the ideal temperature consistently throughout the day.
Control is accessible from the Control4 home automation system.
To further optimize energy efficiency and safety, this smart lighting system automatically
turns off stand by power to small appliances in areas such as the kitchen.

Motorized Shades
Motorized shades, implemented throughout every room in this
upper east side duplex apartment, cooperate with smart lighting
and a customized HVAC.
Control4 table-top and in-wall touch screens, mobile devices and voice control,
enable you to set the scene in an instant.

NYC Screening Room
With a smart home, watch video from multiple sources from various media players,
hard drives and portable devices. Browse through every source simultaneously.
As a movie begins to play, a 133” screen lowers over the 85” TV,
black out drapes close and the lights automatically dim,
all without leaving your seat.

Screen Lowered

This Marantz system is extremely versatile to expertly handle any kind of high-resolution multichannel
audio format. The extended network package includes built-in WiFi and Bluetooth capabilities, audio
streaming, internet radio, Spotify Connect, Pandora, SiriusXM and Airplay.
The video processor has the ability to transcode and up-convert from standard definition to
4K Ultra high-definition to breath new life into your favorite audio or video source.
Like every other facet of technology in this New York City duplex, the Marantz system
is accessible from the same Control4 automation system.

Sonance amplifiers perfect the sound to optimize your home theater experience whether
you are watching a movie or listening to high fidelity audio files.
With 100 presets, the capabilities are endless.
Pull the audio together in every room for whole home or individualized control.
By utilizing Control4, bulky equipment is eliminated. Every facet of this system is contained
in a closet discreetly tucked away, no more cable boxes, wires, and stacked boxes for access
to all your favorite audio and video sources.

WATER MILL
new york

Customized engraved wall
plates with back lighting
allow you to move through
your home at night without
struggling to find the
right switch.

Entertain
Samsung 65” TV and discrete
speakers transform this living
space into a popular
entertaining area.

Stepping outside, the
entertainment continues as
you are surrounded by rich,
clear audio throughout the
patio and pool.

Architectural Audio
In-wall and in-ceiling speakers were installed to create the ultimate surround sound
experience without sacrificing the design of each room.
Single step magnetic grills are custom painted to match the walls to-the-t and are virtually invisible.
Directional titanium tweeters allowed for flexible installation locations
while satisfying even the most adamant and sophisticated audiophile.

MOTORIZED SHADES
Wireless motorized shades work in unison with the Control4 home automation system.
These shades are programmed to respond with HVAC thermostats to maintain optimal temperature
throughout the day. Ultra-quiet performance and precision alignment, with shades available in a multitude of styles and fabrics, enhance your home environment.

Whole Home
Control
Control is at your fingertips no matter where you are in this house.
TV, audio, shades and lighting are easily manipulated right from the bedside.

Climate Control
The Control4 wireless
thermostat, jointly designed
with experts at Aprilaire, is
compatible with modern HVAC
systems, forced air, geothermal,
dual fuel and humidity systems.
With advanced adaptive
scheduling, the system caters to
the needs of its residents.
From any in-wall touch screen,
table-top iPads, or mobile device,
this system also allows individual
room adjustment to customize
areas prone to humidity, such as
bathrooms and laundry rooms,
for consistent optimal comfort.

Automation
From smart lighting,
climate and shade control,
distribution of audio and
video throughout the
entire property, and the
integration of cameras,
sensors, and door locks,
this Control4 home
automation system unifies
this client’s entire world
in one simple convenient
system.

Control your world
ICC Automation
www.iccautomation.com
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